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CHAPTER 7

Object Recognition Through
Reasoning About Functionality:
A Survey of Related Work
Kevin Bowyer, Melanie Sutton, and Louise Stark

7.1 Recognition Based on Functionality
Minsky (1991) is one of several well-known researchers who have argued for the
necessity of representing knowledge about functionality:
...it is not enough to classify items of information simply in terms of the features or
structures of those items themselves. This is because we rarely use a representation in
an intentional vacuum, but we always have goals - and two objects may seem similar
for one purpose but different for another purpose. Consequently, we must also take into
account the functional aspects of what we know, and therefore we must classify things
(and ideas) according to what they can be used for, or which goals they can help us
achieve.Two armchairs of identical shape may seem equally comfortable as objects for
sitting in, but those same chairs may seem very different for other purposes, for example,
if they differ much in weight, fragility, cost, or appearance....In each functional context
we need to represent particularly well the heuristic connections between each object's
internal features and relationships, and the possible functions of those objects.

The early part of this quote contrasts the approach of representing (only) features or
struc�e of objects with the approach of representing knowledge about how an object
functions to achieve a goal. Particularly in computer vision, objects have traditionally
been r�presented by their shape or their appearance. Object recognition based on
re�onmg about functionality stands in contrast to these more traditional approaches,
with �e aim of achieving recognition at a more generic level. The middle part of this
quo�e illustrates the ideas in the context of the object category chair. Figure 7.1
depicts a v�ety of typical chairs. Chair seems to be a favorite object category for
_
s
; �arch 1Il this area and is the example that we started within the Generic Recognition
smg Form and Function (GRUFF) project. The last part of this quote highlights the
_
omt that there is some relationship between the features and structure of an object
and
�
ow that object may be used to achieve a particular
the
function.
computer
From
vision
.
perspective, 1. t shouId
.
be possible to analyze the shape or appearance of an object to
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The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 summarizes the de
velopment of the GRUFF approach pioneered by Stark and Bowyer (1991 ). Section 7.3
explores uses of function in artificial intelligence, computer vision, and robotics, as
well as related research in cognitive psychology that impacts functionality-based object
recognition research. Finally, Section 7.4 proposes research lines to be explored in the
next generation of systems based on reasoning about the functionality of objects.

7.2 Development of the GRUFF Approach
(a)

(d}

(b)

(c)

(e)

Figure 7.1. Typical chairs with varied shape and appearance. Object recognition based purely
on representing shape and/or appearance would have great difficulty encompassing all of
these objects in one model. The essence of a representation based on functionality is that each
object would be recognized as a chair by reasoning that it has a sittable surface, back support,
and arm support that could be used together.

find features and/or structures that make it possible to infer a potential function of the
object.
The purpose of this chapter is to review work in this area over the last two decades.
Our viewpoint is primarily that of a computer vision researcher wanting to enable ob
ject recognition at a generic, or category, level (see Rosch et al. 1976 for a discussion of
object categories). However, sensing of shape and/or appearance is generally sufficient
only to determine potential functionality. Actual functionality typically depends on
material properties that are best determined by interacting with the object, and this
level of reasoning about functionality involves both vision and robotics. Additionally,
as object functionality becomes more complex, the representations used need to be
come correspondingly more systematic and powerful. Thus, object recognition based
on functionality eventually incorporates elements of artificial intelligence, computer
vision, and robotics. This chapter will touch on each of these areas, and we will attempt
to show how they contribute to a greater whole.

The GRUFF project began in the late 1980s (Stark and Bowyer 1989), and work has
continued now for approximately two decades. The initial work focused on demon
strating reasoning about the functionality of 3-D shapes as exemplars of the category
chair (Stark and Bowyer 1990, 1991). This was quickly followed by generaliza
tions to additional object categories whose exemplars could be described by rigid 3-D
shapes (Stark and Bowyer 1994; Sutton et al. 1994) and by articulated 3-D shapes
(Green et al. 1995). Another line of generalization moved away from analyzing ideal
3-D shape descriptions and into the segmentation and analysis of sensed range images
of real objects (Stark et al. 1993; Hoover et al. 1995). Still another effort looked at using
machine learning techniques to simplify the construction of functional representations
(Woods et al. 1995). A later line of work, which still continues, began to explore robotic
interaction with a sequence of sensed shape descriptions to confirm actual functionality
and drive additional bottom-up processing (Stark et al. 1996; Sutton et al. 1998, 2002;
Sutton and Stark 2008).
7.2.1 Reasoning about Static 3-D Shapes
Early versions of GRUFF took an ideal 3-D shape as the starting point for reasoning
about functionality. The shape models were simple boundary representations of poly
hedral objects, of the type common in "CAD-based vision" efforts of that time. These
shape descriptions were idealized in that they did not have any of the noise, artifacts,
occlusion, or other problems that occur with 3-D sensing of real scenes. Also, the types
of objects considered were ones that could reasonably be described by a rigid 3-D
shape; for example, chairs and tables, or cups and plates.
The first GRUFF system reasoned about 3-D shapes to determine whether they
satisfied the functionality of the object category chair (Stark and Bowyer 1991). The
definition of the simplest category of chair could be given as:
Conventional Chair
= Provides Sittable Surface + Provides Stable Support

The properties named in the definition are called knowledge primitives. Each is im
plemented as a procedure call that takes the 3-D shape description as input, possibly
with features identified by previous knowledge primitives, and performs computations
to determine if the named property can be satisfied by the shape. For example, the
knowledge primitive Provides Sittable Surface looks for planar surfaces,
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or approximately co-planar groups of surfaces, that cover an area of the appropriate
size to be a seating surface. The execution of the knowledge primitive provides a list
of the candidate surfaces found on the shape. The knowledge primitive Provides
Stable Support then takes these candidates and performs computation to deter
mine if the object will rest stably on a support plane when the seating surface is
oriented up and force is applied to it. The result is a list of surfaces on the object that
can be oriented upward and serve as stable seating surfaces. This first GRUFF system
had multiple categories of chair, including straight-back chair, arm chair,
balans chair, lounge chair, and high chair. All of these were elabora
tions or variations on the same basic idea of using functional primitives to process a
3-D shape to determine how it might serve a specific function.
Experimental results were shown for the first GRUFF system processing 101 dif
ferent 3-D shapes created as 38 intended chair exemplars and 63 intended non-chair
exemplars. The system declared that 37 of the 38 intended chair exemplars satisfied
the functionality of a chair, and that 46 of the 63 intended non-chair exemplars could
not satisfy the functionality of a chair. The disagreement on the intended non-chair
exemplars came from the system determining that in fact they could serve as a chair if
used in some novel orientation. The disagreement on the intended chair exemplar came
from the fact that the exemplar only marginally met the requirements of individual
knowledge primitives and slipped below the threshold for recognition. The system did
not actually give a binary chair/non-chair result, but it did provide a measure that re
flected how well the aggregate functionality was satisfied, with a threshold for a chair/
non-chair decision.
The basic ideas used in the initial version of GRUFF proved sufficient to represent a
much broader range of object classes than just chair. The system was relatively easily
extended to various categories of furniture objects (Stark and Bowyer 1994), and also
to various categories of dishes and cups (Sutton et al. 1994). Common themes in all
these efforts are that the functionality involved rigid shape, and the models processed
by the system were boundary representations of polyhedral shapes.

Experimental evaluation was done with time sequences of shape instances from twenty
four objects, including various "near miss" type objects. The evaluation confirms that
the GRUFF approach can model the functionality of simple hand tools with articulated
parts.

7.2.2 Functionality Requiring Articulated Shape
One generalization of GRUFF dealt with reasoning about objects whose functionality is
realized by articulated motion of 3-D parts (Green et al. 1995). The input to this problem
is a time sequence of shape models with no information about parts or articulation. This
sequence is assumed to encompass the full range of motion of the underlying articulated
object. GRUFF first infers a 3-D model of parts and their ranges of articulated motion,
based on the sequence of observed 3-D shapes. GRUFF then uses knowledge primitives
to determine the functionality of the recovered articulated model. The object category
explored in this work is Scissors, and the high-level definition of its functionality
is given as:
Scissors = Provides Opposing Finger Grasp
+ Provides Opposing Cutting Blades
+ Closing Grasp Causes Cutting
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7.2.3 Shape Models from Sensed Range Images
An important line of generalization of GRUFF was to reason about functionality starting
with sensed range images of real objects (Stark et al. 1993). This involves constru
cting
"object plus unseen space" shape models from range images (Hoover et al. 1995).
These models allow reasoning about both the surfaces of the shape that have been seen
and the limits to the parts that have not yet been seen. The need for better segmentation
of sensed range images spawned a separate project that focused on how to evaluate and
compare segmentations of range images objectively (Hoover et al. 1996). The theme
of dealing with real sensor input that provides partial and imperfect information about
object shape and appearance is one that still confronts researchers today.

7.2.4 Robotic Interaction with Objects
Reasoning about partial object shape highlighted the fact that complete recognition
often requires additional images from a selected viewpoint and/or interaction with the
object to confirm possible functionality (Sutton et al. 1998). This version of GRUFF
added an interaction-based reasoning subsystem to the shape-based reasoning capa
bilities of previous versions. The shape-based reasoning about functionality could, for
an object category such as cup, suggest an approach to grasping the object and an
enclosed volume that should hold liquid. The interaction-based reasoning would guide
an attempt to use the object as a cup, sensing the scene to observe the results at ap
propriate points. For instance, after pouring a substance into the cup, a visual check
is made for leaks. This theme of interaction with the object to confirm functionality
suggested by shape or appearance is another that still confronts researchers today.
Major conclusions from the interaction-based version of GRUFF include: (1) met
rically accurate representations of the world can be built and used for higher level
reasoning; (2) shape-based reasoning prior to interaction-based reasoning provides an
efficient methodology for object recognition; and (3) interaction-based reasoning can
be used to confirm the functionality of a categorized object without explicitly determin
ing the object's material composition (Sutton et al. 1998). One noted limitation of this
approach in 1998 was its dependence on isolated objects in a scene as well as a single
parameter set utilized to minimize the average residual error between the true range data
and resulting values after segmentation and model-building to construct 3-D models.
In 2002, the use of context-based reasoning was applied to deal with more complex
scenes involving multiple objects (Sutton et al. 2002). In a later work, Sutton and Stark
also proposed recovering the 20 to 30 percent loss of usable data or models in each
subsystem (model-building, shape-based reasoning, and interaction-based reasoning)
by exploring parameter set selection driven by functional analysis of initial extracted
surfaces from coarse and then refined segmentations (Sutton and Stark 2008).
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7.3 Functionality in Related Disciplines
f
The following subsections summarize research on functionality within the fields_ �
disci
artificial intelligence (AI), computer vision, robotics, and other closely related
plines.Figure 7.2 provides a brief overview of major research areas within each of thes_e
fields. Early in the development of functionality-based research, AI and compute� vi
sion often pulled directly from research in cognitive psychology.and human percep�on.
Examples include perception-inspired low-level image pr�c.essmg and _ re�resentations
for object categorization supporting generic object recogmtion.Robotics mcorporated
image analysis early on as part of its array of sensors, and benefite� from advances
_
in this area in early computer vision systems. As problem complexity has mcreased
and software/hardware costs have decreased, multisensor robotics systems have con
tinued to draw from computer vision, as well as lessons learned in related AI systems
employing function-based approaches.In the following sections, we explore historical
and recent trends in each of these areas and then summarize the open problems that
remain.

7.3.1 Functionality-Related Work within AI
There are at least two different areas within AI that impact research on constructing
systems that recognize objects by their functionality. One of these ar�as is the w_ork_ on
formal representations of knowledge about functionality. The other 1s the application
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of machine learning techniques to automate the process of constructing systems that
reason about object functionality.
As might be expected, research in AI concerned with reasoning about functionality
of objects has developed greater formalism and depth than that in computer vision,
and research in computer vision has been much more concerned with how to extract
information about functionality from the sensed data of a scene.As efforts in robotics
and vision tackle more complicated scenes and object functionalities, more complex
representations will likely be needed.
Chandrasekaran (1994) reviews the development of his functional representation
(FR) line of work, and the differences between it and related efforts in AI.Functional
representation is an approach to describing the function, structure, and causal processes
of a device. This allows for representing a more complicated object functionality than
is present in simple objects such as chairs (Stark and Bowyer 1991), but that might be
used by object categories such as tools with articulated parts (Green et al. 1995).
Hodges (1995) presents the functional ontology for naive mechanics (FONM) rep
resentation theory. The system takes advantage of causal relationships between the
structure, behavior, and function of an object.Function is represented "in terms of its
low-level structure and behavior and in terms of its use in problem-solving contexts"
(Hodges 1995).
Chandrasekaran and Josephson (1997) make a useful distinction between three types
of knowledge about functionality: "(i) what the device is intended to do (function),
(ii) the causal process by which it does it, and (iii) how the process steps are enabled
by the functions of the components of the device...." They also make a distinction
between the function of a device and the behavior of a device. This work is important
for bringing out some of the complexity needed in formal systems for reasoning about
device functionality.
Mukerjee and colleagues consider "conceptual descriptions" that use "linguistic"
terms, as in the example "There is a hedge in front of the bench" (Mukerjee et al.
(2000). The immediate context of the work is more in visualization of a conceptually
described scene rather than recognition from image data.The idea of a continuum field
is used as a means to represent the description given in linguistic terms. Experiments
are performed with human subjects and placement of objects in a graphic scene in order
to determine a preferred interpretation of linguistic terms.The connection of this work
to reasoning about function is rather tenuous.In fact, Stark and Bowyer (1991) is cited
as an example of "parameterized geometric models." However, the concepts in this
work are potentially useful in reasoning about function, if the criteria for functionality
are not crisply defined but instead involve what this work terms "linguistic" descrip
tions.
More recently, Gurevich et al.(2006) tackle the problem of learning how to recognize
generic objects as seen in range images. They focus on how to generate negative
examples automatically that are "near-misses" of positive examples of an object.Rules
are introduced to transform a positive example into a near-miss negative example. This
allows the user to, in effect, focus the learning algorithm on the important elements
of an object definition. Experiments are performed with 200 range images of positive
examples of each of the categories stool, chair, and fork. The experiments verify that
the learning is more efficient with the near-miss negative examples than with general
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negative examples. This work is important as an example of how to automate elements
of the construction of a recognition system.

Mirmehdi et al. (1999) outline a feedback-control strategy for processing images
to recognize generic objects based on functionality. The essential idea is that initial
processing would be computationally cheap and fast, serving to generate candidates
that would then be explored further and, finally, leading to confirmed instances of
objects. The initial, or lower-level, processing of the image is "very closely linked to
the modeling and representation of the target objects." In the more interesting exam
ples in this paper, which focus on detecting bridges in infrared images of large-scale
outdoor scenes, the reasoning is based on edges detected in the image. The generic
model of bridges used for interpretation is functionality-based "unlike normal model
based object recognition systems in which the knowledge of an object's appearance
is provided by an explicit model of its shape, we adopt a signature and a stereotype
of the object as image and model representations, respectively, with both being very
loose and generic descriptions of the object based on their functionality after Stark
and Bowyer (1991)." Examples are shown of various bridges that can be recognized in
terms of sets of edges representing the roadway and the support columns.
Zerroug and Medioni (1995) and Medioni and Francois (2000) propose to approach
the problem of generic object recognition by extracting 3-D volumetric primitives from
2-D images. The 3-D volumetric primitives are particular restricted subclasses of gen
eralized cylinders. Objects are represented as a composition of volumetric primitives.
Segmentation is proposed to use perceptual grouping and quasi-invariant properties of
primitives/regions. This is a modern proposal related to older work by Marr (1982),
Bierderman (1987), and others. This approach is related to reasoning about func
tionality in the sense that it is aimed at extracting generalized object models from
images, which could potentially be followed by or accompanied by reasoning about
functionality.
Peursum et al. (2003, 2004) analyze the pattern of activity in a video of a person
interacting with a scene, in order to label parts of the scene according to their function
ality. The emphasis on observing the pattern of human activity rather than reasoning
directly about an object distinguishes their approach from that of Stark and Bowyer
(1991): "Our premise is that interpreting human motion is much easier than recognizing
arbitrary objects because the human body has constraints on its motion" (Peursum et al.
2004). An "interaction signature" between the person and a part of the scene is what
characterizes a particular type of functionality. In experiments, pixels in an image are
classified as representing an instance of either chair or floor in the scene. The accuracy
of characterizing parts of the scene as floor is substantially higher than the accuracy for
chair. In some ways, this work is like a realization of ideas explored in simulation in
Stark et al. (1996), but with less emphasis on reasoning about object shape, and more
of an emphasis on reasoning about human activity patterns in video.
In a similar vein, work by Durie and colleagues (1996) addresses the problem:
"Given a model of an object, how can we use the motion of the object, while it is being
used to perform a task, to determine its function?" The authors note that motion and
form are required. Motion analysis is used to produce motion descriptors. A known
set of motion-to-function mappings in the form of motion descriptors can be used to
identify the action (function) taking place in the image sequence.
Finally, Wunstel and Moratz (2004) report on results of generic object recognition
from range images using a functionality-based approach. They are interested in an
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7.3.2 Functionality-Based Computer Vision
Computer vision researchers have pushed the concepts of functionality-driven object
recognition in several directions. Perhaps the most surprising of these is the use of
functionality in document image analysis. Another area that is very different from the
GRUFF work is the recognition of roads and buildings in aerial images.
Doermann et al. (1998) apply the concept of functionality to document image
analysis. Document functional organization is defined as "organization in information
transfer terms" with the analogy "between components of a document, which is a device
for transferring information, and the parts of a tool, which is a device for transferring
force" (Doermann et al. 1998). Documents can be defined by their layout structure, as
in how the information is organized and presented, and their logical structure, as in
what the document is trying to convey (i.e., semantic or conceptual organization). The
functional level is an intermediate level "that relates to the efficiency with which the
document transfers its information to the reader." As an example, a block of text might
have a geometry description that includes its size and position on the page. Based on
the geometry of a particular block in relation to other text, the functionality of the block
may be classified as that of a "header." A further categorization of "title" would be a
semantic labeling of the block. In one experiment, documents are classified according
to use, as a reading document, a browsing document, or a searching document, based on
the number and size of text blocks. Also, a functionality-driven approach is outlined for
classifying the type of a document as journal article, newspaper article, or magazine
article, and the pages of a journal article as title, body, or references. Beyond its
contribution in the area of document analysis, this paper is interesting for how it shows
that concepts of functionality can be applied to object classes very different from those
studied in earlier research on functionality.
Mayer (1999) surveys work in the area of extracting buildings from aerial images
and proposes a model and approach that incorporates elements of functionality. In this
model, "the general parts of the model are: characteristic properties [that] are often
the consequence of the function of objects. Importantly, they integrate knowledge
about the 3D real world into the model. Typical examples for knowledge sources are,
apart from constraints concerning the usefulness for humans (Stark and Bowyer 1991),
construction instructions for different types of buildings and roads. For large parts of
the knowledge about function it seems to be enough to take them into consideration
for modeling . . . ".
Baumgartner et al. (1997) consider the perspective of functionality in developing
a system to extract roads automatically from aerial images - "In the real world, the
characteristics of roads can be described as consequences of their function for human
beings." Texture analysis is used to describe context regions such as open-rural, forest,
and suburban. Relations between background objects, such as buildings or trees, and
parts of roads may vary with the type of context region. Image analysis for edges is
done at both a coarse and a fine resolution. Road parts are aggregated into a road
network.
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Wixson (1992) studies the problem of having a mobile robot with a camera "head"
explore a defined space for the presence of particular types of objects. In this context, he
notes the limitations of simpler object modeling techniques and the potential advantage
of a functionality-based approach. "Unfortunately, the great majority of objects that
we might consider to be intermediate objects, such as desks, countertops, sofas, chairs,
and bookshelves are ill-suited for recognition by traditional machine-vision algorithms.
As noted in (Strat and Fischler 1990) and (Stark and Bowyer 1991) such algorithms
assume that the object to be recognized is either: (a) definable by an explicit geometric
model, or (b) has characteristic homogeneous and locally measurable features such
as color or texture. . . . These assumptions are not valid for most of the large-scale
'generic' objects just mentioned, although we do believe that it should be possible
to extend methods related to assumption 2. Further research must be performed on
recognizing large-scale generic objects" Wixson (1992). This report does not present
results of any object recognition or classification experiments.
Rivlin et al. (1995) blend elements of a GRUFF-like approach with part-whole
definitions of what constitutes an object. "Comparing this approach to that of Stark and
Bowyer for searching the image for a 'chair kind of support,' we would like to reason
about a set of chair legs, a seat and a back, rather than a set of simple planar surfaces or
3D points." They develop the notion of "functional parts" and model simple functional
parts by superquadrics. This approach to recognition is illustrated with a range image
of a scene that has a mallet lying on a table. The range image can be segmented into
regions, superquads fit to the regions, and the superquadric models then interpreted
as functional parts. It is acknowledged that this approach is "appropriate for objects
composed of simple volumetric parts" and that "we support only functionality that is
defined in terms of an object's shape."
Rivlin and Rosenfeld (1995) discuss functionalities that objects in the environment
can have for a navigating agent, or mobile robot. In the context of a hallway-cleaning
task, objects in the environment of the mobile robot function as objects to be inter
cepted, objects to be avoided, or objects to be used as landmarks. These are very
general categories of object functionality, defined relative to a particular task. Rivlin
and Rosenfeld outline the image-processing operations needed for a mobile robot to
categorize objects into these categories.
Cooper et al. (1995) look at knowledge representation meant to support robotic
interaction with a scene: "What knowledge about a scene does a robot need in order
to take intelligent action in that scene?" They seek a representation that embeds a
causal understanding of the scene, because "understanding the world in causal terms is
what permits intelligent interaction with that scene." Causal representations of scenes
is based on naive or qualitative physics. One instance of the approach outlined by
Cooper et al. (1995) generates causal explanations of stacks of blocks in an image,
given a starting point and assuming blocks are represented as rectangular regions in
the image. Another version generates explanations of a stereo pair of images of a scene
of link-and-junction (tinker-toy) objects, including inference of extensions of occluded
portions of links. A third instance of this approach is aimed at picking up coffee mugs
with a robotic gripper. One important contribution of this work is showing how a causal
explanation, or functional plan, of a scene can be generated based on image analysis
and a set of qualitative physics rules.
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7.3.3 Reasoning about Functionality in Robotics
As highlighted in Figure 7.2, the evolution of robotics-based systems that employ
function-based approaches has been buoyed by incorporating best practices gleaned
from
from other fields. In the following sections we examine parts of this evolution,
-driven
research in service robots and generalized navigational systems to function
manipulation in various environments.
Moratz and Tenbrink (2007) define affordances as the "visually perceivable func

tional object aspects shared by the designer of the recognition module and the prospec
sys
tion
tive robot user or instructor." Their model for an affordance-based recogni
with
tem is based on the need to build service robots that deal more effectively
scalable
more
is
system
their
that
propose
coarse, underspecified knowledge. They
than traditional systems, even when the robot encounters occlusion, sensor error,
or detection difficulties, because their linguistic module will allow nonexpert users
to be able to specify instructions relative to previously recognized function-based
objects.
Kim and Nevatia (1994, 1998) use a functionality-driven approach in having a
mobile robot map out an indoor environment. They consider a functionality-driven
approach because of its inherent ability to handle a broad variety of instances of a
class of objects: "The most generic representation of an object is probably in terms
that
of its functionality." Their system creates an "s-map" of an indoor environment,
these
as
such
es
categori
marks the presence of objects such as doors and desks. Object
are defined in terms of surfaces that are important to their functionality, possibly with
multiple surfaces at different levels of importance to the functionality. The implemented
system uses planar surfaces in its modeling of functionality, and assumes that objects
are encountered in a standard or typical pose. Experimental results show the ability
to recognize substantially different instances of the object category "desk." This work
illustrates how a mobile robot might recognize objects in its environment in terms of
categories of relevant functionality.
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Bogoni and Bajcsy (1995) make distinctions between intended, imposed, and intrin
sic functionality, and construct a representation of functionality that combines elements
of object structure, the context of the actor involved in the context of the function, and
the application of the function.The formalism used for representing functionality in this
work is based on discrete event systems. Conceptually, this work differs from that of
Stark and Bowyer (1991) in that it emphasizes a representation of functionality that
goes beyond reasoning about shape alone. It is more similar to that of Stark and col
leagues (1996), except that Bogoni and Bajcsy's experimental work involves the use
of robotic manipulators and vision. The experimental context is the general hand tools
category of objects, and particular experiments involve the functionality of an object
being used as a tool to pierce a material. This work is one of a small number to blend
robotics and vision in its experiments.
Further work by Bogoni (1998) defines a representation of functionality that includes
a "task description, shape description, force-shape maps (generated by interacting
with the object), and histograms defining the behavior of the system with different
materials and functionalities." Piercing and chopping are the two actions tested. The
work "proposes a representation and a methodology for recovering functionality of
objects for a robotic agent." Therefore, it is an extended version of the functional
representation as defined by many others.
Wang et al. (2005) develop a generic ontology of objects. They focus on the context of an indoor environment that contains manufactured objects, and how a robot
might interact with such objects. They see the GRUFF functionality-based approach
as useful but as needing to be combined with geometric object models: "The Generic
Recognition Using Form and Function GRUFF system Stark and Bowyer (1991) per
forms generic object recognition and context-based scene understanding. Objects are
decomposed into functions based on the object's intended usage, where each function
describes a minimum set of structural elements, and their geometric properties and
relations....GRUFF has instantiated function-based knowledge for everyday objects
like furniture, kitchenware, and hand tools, and everyday scenes like office.However, it
does not define any formal representation of generic shapes." They develop an ontology
that defines functionality in terms of more specific shape and structural information
than does GRUFF, and add information about associations between objects and typical
interactions with objects. This paper does not present results of any object recognition
or classification experiments.
Paletta et al. (2007) propose a multilayered framework for the developmental learning of affordances.This work includes real-world robot experiments to provide a proof
of concept, with experiments demonstrating the ability of the system to successfully
learn affordance-based cues. In a related line of work, Fritz et al. (2006) provide re
sults from simulated scenarios utilizing this framework. With the thoroughness these
researchers have demonstrated in laying the foundation for testing their framework in
simulated and real-world scenarios, this line of research will be one to follow closely
as new robot control architectures evolve in this area. Also contributing to emerging
trends in this area will be new formalisms for affordances to facilitate autonomous robot
control, such as those proposed by Sabin et al. (2007). This work is also supported by
recent real-world experimental results to examine the strengths and limitations of the
proposed formalisms and propose new directions. The "affordances " concepts used
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here come from the work of Gibson (1979). Gibson's theory of affordances is consis
tent with function-based vision.An object affords support by being flat, horizontal, and
positioned at the proper height for sitting, all attributes that can be confirmed visually.

7.3.4 Other Disciplines: Reasoning about Human Perception
and Reasoning about Function
Finally, this chapter would not be complete without consideration of related research
in human perception and recent implementations applying associated theories.Klatsky
et al. (2005) perform experiments to investigate how children reason about whether
an object can perform a given function. This area of work in psychology may help to
inform the design of algorithms for robotic interaction with objects to reason about
their function.
Recent work in the theory of how functional knowledge is represented and pro
cessed also includes the HIPE (history, intentional perspective, physical environment,
and event sequences) theory of function developed by Barsalou et al. (2005).Although
this multimodal system overall may be more complex in terms of the multiple rep
resentations of function that are encoded, efficiency is expected to be realized for
given events whenever an agent's intentional perspective can be used to determine the
functional knowledge that is retrieved.
Researchers such as Raubal and Moratz have expanded on this theory in their re
design of a robot architecture that incorporates the representation of affordance-based
attributes associated with tasks (Raubal and Moratz 2007). Raubal and Moratz argue
that a robot architecture that can support sensing and action based on functional com
pounds (rather than properties in isolation) can be more flexibly mapped to human
affordance-driven tasks. Moratz (2006) has similarly argued for a function-based rep
resentation for tasks to make human-robot interaction and communication more natural
and simplified as well as scalable to novel environments.
Along with Warboys, Raubal has also argued for the inclusion of affordances in
models for wayfinding to more completely capture the processes of learning and
problem-solving in these tasks (Raubal and Warboys 1999). Wayfinding is defined
as "the purposeful, directed, and motivated movement from an origin to a specific
distant destination that cannot be directly perceived by the traveler " (Raubal 2007).
Emphasizing the relevance of ecological psychology (focusing on the information
transactions between living systems and their environments), Raubal incorporates three
realms of affordances in his model: physical, social-institutional, and mental (Raubal
2001).

7.4 Open Problem Areas
This survey has highlighted both historical and current efforts in using functional
ity for generic object recognition. Across the subfields of AI, computer vision, and
robotics, it is clear that as systems scale up to more complex scenes, reasoning that
is functionality-based (as opposed to category-based) holds great promise. The most
successful systems described in this chapter were designed with architectures and
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learning
Representations
Similarity measures
Operational parameter sets
Scale-space processing
Multiple viewport processing
Processing from incomplete
knowledge

I

efficiency
Multimodal operation
Use of linguistic interfaces
More flexible robot architecture designs

accuracy

Figure 7.3. Open problem areas impacting future scalability of function-based reasoning ap
proaches in object recognition.

representations supporting multiple sensors and object domains. However, much re
search is needed to ensure that the systems continue to evolve in ways that demon
strate continued scalability, efficiency, accuracy, and ability to learn, as summarized in
Figure 7.3. As we look to the future of this field, in the following sections we examine
the strengths and open research areas of GRUFF and a subset of representative systems
that address each of these characteristics.

7.4.1 Successes and Limitations of GRUFF
The primary successes of the GRUFF project are as follows: (1) successful func
tionality-driven recognition of 3-D models of rigid shapes, (2) generalization of the
approach to a variety of object categories involving both rigid and articulated shapes,
(3) demonstration of functionality-driven analysis of partial object shapes derived from
real range images of real objects, and (4) development of an approach for using robotic
interaction to confirm actual functionality suggested by interpretation of 3-D shape.
One major limitation of GRUFF is that the shape descriptions that it analyzed were
limited to polyhedra. Generalization to handle some broad class of curved shapes would
be an important practical advance. This generalization presents some challenges in the
implementation of the shape-based reasoning, but it probalily presents even greater
challenges in segmenting range images into curved surface patches. Another limitation
is that each generalization of GRUFF is essentially hand-crafted. Although some initial
work has been done to explore the use of machine learning to speed the implementation
of new category definitions, this is an important open area with great future potential.

7.4.2 Scalability and Efficiency
As noted by Raubal and Moratz (2007), the formal incorporation of affordance-based
attributes in robot architectures is seen as an approach that will more readily and
flexibly map to specified human affordance-based tasks that a robot is given to accom
plish. This approach incorporates a hierarchical definition of affordances that is also
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scale-dependent. Control mechanisms that act at the correct scale for a given task is
one open problem in this research as well as in the GRUFF (Stark and Bowyer 1996;
Sutton and Stark 2008) work.
Moratz has also noted the impact of perceptual granularity on system performance
and observed that additional testing is required to resolve ambiguities (Moratz 2006).
However, this is clearly the direction in which service robot scenarios are likely to be
headed in order to increase flexibility and reduce training times compared to traditional
methods of humans, such as forcing the specification of exact metric locations or use
of predefined class IDs that the robot can understand for a subset of predefined tasks
(Moratz and Tenbrink 2007). In addition, Moratz and Tenbrink (2007) note that scalable
systems will allow multiple modes of spatiotemporal operation, including synchronous
and asynchronous instruction that can later lead to problem solving and even learning in
novel scenarios. Although their current system is synchronous in nature, the associated
representation and model for linguistic interface is to be designed with this level of
extensibility to intuitive instruction in mind.

7.4.3 Scalability and Accuracy
The incorporation of physical, social-institutional, and mental affordances in formal
models of wayfinding is one approach in this task to create agents that behave like
humans; more direct comparisons in this line of work should prove useful as these
systems evolve to deterinine if this improves accuracy (Raubal 2001). The wayfinding
model proposed by Raubal (2007) by default involves decisions impacted by multiple
viewpoints and scale-space, because the goal cannot be perceived from a single view
point. As this model is applied to more complex tasks, it will be worth examining how
readily the architecture handles these forms of data, and how accuracy is impacted by
such incomplete knowledge.

7.4.4 Scalability and Learning
The systems just reviewed include sensors ranging from structured light scanners to laser
range finders and stereo vision systems. Although stereo systems have some limitations
for detecting planar surfaces owing to their lack of scene texture, all three systems will
benefit from research on "learning" parameter sets for optimal navigation. Future work
in this area includes automatically selecting the parameter sets based on whether the
current task requires local (fine) or global (rough) details (Sutton and Stark 2008).
The design of similarity measurements for searches that yield multiple affordances
is also a critical area, especially when the end goal is for the system to learn affor
dances from new environments. It will be worth noting future extensions to recent
work with Janowicz, in which Raubal explores context-aware affordance-based sim
ilarity measures (Janowicz and Raubal 2007). Clearly future representation systems
incorporating function must plan for how affordances can be compared. Janowicz and
Raubal support a platform that incorporates weighting based on social-institutional
constraints as well as outcomes, with control mechanisms that permit weights to
be automatically determined or used as exclusion factors, depending on the task.
This approach is important because the types of tasks encountered vary, and systems
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need to incorporate similarity-based reasoning and planning to "learn" from each
task.
As a further example, Maloof et al. (1996) describe a functionality-driven approach
to creating a system to recognize blasting caps in x-ray images: ''.Although blasting
caps are manufactured objects, there is enough variability in their manufacture that
makes a CAD-based recognition system impractical. What is common to all blasting
caps, however, is their functionality. Ultimately, blasting caps are defined by their
functionality, not by their shapes." An interesting element of this work is that the
AQ15c learning system was used to learn concepts of blasting caps and nonblasting
caps from training examples. Although this is a fairly restricted object category to define
from its appearance in x-ray images, it was still felt that higher-resolution images that
show additional detail would be needed. Nevertheless, this work is important because
it illustrates a relatively understudied topic. Very little work has been done on how
to learn elements of the representation automatically from examples (Woods et al.
1995). Most research on functionality-driven object recognition has used hand-tailored
representations of functionality. The ability to learn, or induce, a functionality-driven
representation from a set of labeled examples would also seem to be an important topic
for future research.
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7.5 Conclusion
The preceding sections provide a window into some of the open areas that remain in
function-based reasoning. Two decades ago, systems were limited by hardware and
software constraints, but today the impacts of these choices are relatively insignificant.
More significant are decisions that must be made early regarding the design of the
overall system architecture to ensure scalability for exploring novel environments or
completing novel tasks, supporting or deriving multiple function-based interpretations
from a single viewpoint, combining function-based details from multiple viewpoints,
or learning function-based characteristics from encountered objects or completed tasks.
As researchers across the subfields of AI, computer vision, and robotics continue to
blend their knowledge and incorporate related progress made in fields such as cognitive
psychology, as well as biology and engineering, the systems arising from these efforts
in future decades will benefit greatly. New systems evolving from these efforts should
also prove to be even more robust, with potentially greater applicability and relevance
to human-computer tasks and problem solving.
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